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2-10-20 0758 hrs. 

A resident of the 600 block Andrew Rd. reported her vehicle was entered sometime overnight and a 

wallet, cash and iphone removed from inside. 

2-10-20 0935 hrs. 

The Springfield Athletic Fields manager reported that both Memorial Park and Walsh Park had turf 

damage due to a vehicle being driven on the field sometime over the weekend. Det. Nutley is 

investigating. 

2-10-20 1101 hrs. 

Target security 800 block Baltimore Pk. reported a female stopped after watching her steal close to $300 

worth of bedding items. Maria Frazier 38 yrs. old from Philadelphia was charged with Retail Theft and 

held for arraignment. 

2-10-20 1117 hrs. 

Employees at Giant 700 block W. Sproul Rd. reported the theft of numerous cans of baby formula by 

two females who left the area in a vehicle.  

2-10-20 1725 hrs. 

A shopper who was at the Giant 900 block Baltimore Pk. was deliberately distracted by someone asking 

for help and had items taken from inside her purse which was in a shopping cart. Det. Devaney is 

investigating. 

2-13-20 1141 hrs. 

Officers received a report a vehicle which had two tires slashed while parked in the lot outside Bogarts 

700 block W. Sproul Rd. on 2-8 between 6 and 9 pm.  

2-13-20 1237 hrs. 

Officers conducting surveillance in the lot of Giant 700 block W. Sproul Rd. observed a suspicious vehicle 

enter the lot and park. The vehicle was suspected of being used in prior theft of baby formula at the 

store. A female exited that vehicle and met with a female who had been inside a second vehicle and 



both subjects entered the store with empty bags. Shortly thereafter both females came running outside 

with numerous cans of baby formula inside the bags and carrying a handbasket. As officers attempted to 

stop the females, they dropped the bags and handbasket and kept running. Both females were caught 

and taken into custody. Identified as Britani Argro 24 yrs. old from Linwood, and Nahjira Johnson 20 yrs. 

old from Eddystone they were identified as being involved in prior theft as well.  Both were charged with 

multiple counts of Retail Theft and held for arraignment. 

2-13-20 1835 hrs. 

Officers responded to the Target store at the mall for a report of a female stopped after being observed 

stealing perfume and household items from the store. Target security also identified the female as being 

involved in a prior theft of similar items. She paid for an item at the self-checkout area but failed to pay 

for other items. Jennifer Gallinelli 48 yrs. old from Media was taken into custody and charged with Retail 

Theft and held for arraignment.   

2-16-20 1527 hrs. 

A resident of the 100 block Congress Av. reported someone entered his vehicle and removed a credit 

card sometime overnight. The card was found to have been used for multiple purchases at multiple 

stores in Upper Darby. Det. McCarthy is investigating. 

 

 

 

 

 


